Case 15 ♦ India vs. Big Pharma
In April of 2013, India’s Supreme Court rejected Novartis’ bid to patent a new version of Glivec, a
popular leukemia drug.1 Glivec’s original formulation, which has held a U.S. patent since 1993, has
never had patent protection in India. The country did not begin issuing pharmaceutical patents until
2005.2 However, as a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO), India has had to adopt the
patenting of pharmaceutical products and processes, in accordance with the WTO’s Agreement on
Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs).3
Being a long-time supplier of low-cost medicines, India drafted patent legislation that would protect its
ability to produce affordable pharmaceuticals, while also complying with TRIPs. According to India’s
Patent Act, section 3(d), variants of pharmaceutical compounds cannot be patented unless they “show
enhanced efficacy.” Thus, the newer, crystalline form of Glivec was deemed unworthy of a patent,
according to Indian law. This decision means that generic drug manufacturers in India can continue to
sell the drug for only a fraction of Glivec’s sticker price ($2500).
Representatives of Médicins Sans Frontières hailed the ruling, stating that lower drug costs will
“save a lot of lives in the developing world.”4 Novartis, however, maintained that the company had been
providing Glivec free of charge “to 95 percent of patients prescribed the drug in India.”5 In their eyes,
the court’s ruling was a sanctioning of intellectual property theft, which, in the end, would discourage
pharmaceutical companies from investing in new drug research.
The effects of India’s Supreme Court ruling are likely to reverberate across national borders, by setting
a precedent against a practice known as “ever-greening” or incremental pharmaceutical innovation - the
attempt to obtain a secondary patent on a product by making small changes to its chemical structure.
India’s stance against ever-greening has been criticized by the U.S.-India Business Council and
defenders of patent rights.6 Strong protection of intellectual property rights, so the argument goes,
“attract[s] foreign research and development investment in developing countries and promote[s]
technology transfer.7 In fact, according to Dr. Alan O’Neil Sykes, a scholar on economics and
international law, the absence of protection for the intellectual property of pharmaceuticals in
developing nations has been concomitant with, if not causally responsible for, the “dearth of research
into the diseases”8 that disproportionally affect these countries.
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